
Alliance American University Honors Global
Leaders with Prestigious Doctorates

Alliance American University India Convocation

USA, May 8, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

In a remarkable event that marked a

significant milestone in the realm of

global academia and leadership,

Alliance American University (AAU),

based in the United States, hosted its

prestigious Honorary Doctorate

Program event in New Delhi, India. This

grand ceremony celebrated the

outstanding contributions of 20

distinguished individuals from various

parts of the world, recognizing their

exceptional achievements in their

respective fields.

The gala event, held in the heart of India's capital, was not only a testament to the universal

values of excellence, innovation, and service but also a bridge connecting diverse cultures and

disciplines in pursuit of a better world. The honorees, selected through a rigorous process,

represented a wide array of domains including Science, Technology, Arts, Social Service,

Education, and Business, embodying the spirit of excellence and dedication that AAU stands

for.

Prof. Ignace Hindrick, in his keynote address, emphasized the importance of recognizing such

luminaries. “Today, we honor individuals whose work has not only excelled in their respective

fields but has also made a significant impact on the global community. Their achievements

inspire us all to strive for excellence and to make a difference in the world,” she stated.

The ceremony was graced by the presence of global leaders, scholars, and media, highlighting

the event's significance in fostering international collaboration and understanding. The program

included insightful lectures by the honorees, sharing their journeys and the challenges they

overcame, serving as a beacon of inspiration for future generations.

The event showcased the diverse ways in which individual excellence contributes to societal

progress and global well-being. The recipients of the honorary doctorates are individuals who
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have not just excelled in their fields but have also dedicated their lives to making a difference:

Sunday Enejo Clement: A visionary in the realms of management and healthcare consulting in

Nigeria.

Nitin Jadhav: An aviation industry stalwart, contributing significantly to the Indian Aviation

Industry and advising the Ministry of Civil Aviation, India.

Pradeep Kumar Biswal: A dedicated social activist, philanthropist, and educationist, transforming

lives in Odisha.

Amiyakanta Das: A social activist known for his significant efforts in forestry and empowering

children.

Himansu Sekhar Pati: An advocate for "enforced empowerment," making strides in women's

empowerment and social service.

Samir Ali Taha: Human Rights Lawyer with a strong focus on advocating for gender equality and

educational access in developing countries.

Sasanka Sekhar Pati: A humanitarian focused on educational support, environmental

conservation, and providing shelter to the needy.

Sanjay Pattanaik: An advisor to educational and various societal organizations, contributing to

the development of rural India.

Monday Ewere Efam: A pioneering serial entrepreneur with a deep-rooted passion for logistics

and procurement.

Ganeswar Mahanta: Champion in the healthcare sector, offering low-cost solutions to those in

need.

Artatrana Sahu: A mythological author and successful businessman, making waves in the gold

jewellery sector.

Surya Prakash Pati: Individual with a profound commitment to social work and community

development.

Riley Cooper: Leading Public Health Advocate recognized for their efforts in global vaccination

initiatives.

Suresh Chandra Bisoyi:  A seasoned development professional with a diverse background, and a

strong commitment to social work and community development.



Prativa Manjari Pattanaik: An educationist par excellence, shaping the future of school education

in India.

Rosalin Behura: A tax law expert and businesswoman, provides invaluable legal advice to

NGOs.

Manish Kumar: An innovator and technogeek, creating accessible technology products for the

common man.

Luca Rossi: Esteemed Culinary Innovator who transformed traditional Italian cuisine with a

modern twist.

Narendra Kumar Prusty: Passionate about empowering communities and driving social change,

dedicated life to bridging gaps in access to education, healthcare, and social justice.

Mika Santos: Visionary Architect celebrated for integrating sustainable materials in urban

designs.

The Honorary Doctorate Program event in New Delhi not only celebrated individual

achievements but also highlighted the role of education and academia in bridging cultures and

fostering global cooperation. Alliance American University, through this event, reaffirmed its

commitment to honoring those who contribute significantly to society and to nurturing the next

generation of leaders who will continue to make the world a better place.

As the ceremony concluded, the honorees were not just awarded their honorary doctorates but

were also inducted as lifelong members of the AAU global network, a testament to the enduring

bonds and shared mission of creating a more enlightened, peaceful, and sustainable world.

For more information about Alliance American University and the Honorary Doctorate Program,

please visit www.allianceau.us/phd.

Let's inspire and be inspired. Together, we can make a difference.

About Alliance American University

Alliance American University (AAU), a premier institution dedicated to revolutionizing higher

education in the United States of America. As an esteemed university, we pride ourselves on our

commitment to delivering transformative education that incorporates cutting-edge technology

to create a dynamic learning experience for our students.

At Alliance American University, students benefit from a diverse range of academic offerings

taught by experienced faculty members who are experts in their fields. The university offers

various undergraduate and graduate programs designed to prepare students for successful
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careers in their chosen fields.

In addition to academic excellence, Alliance American University is accredited by the American

Association of Higher Education, further attesting to its commitment to quality education and

student success.

Alliance American University is a proud member of the US Chamber of Commerce, the world's

largest business organization. This affiliation provides unique opportunities for students to gain

exposure, grow professionally, and contribute to economic prosperity.

The university's dedication to fostering a culture of service and leadership is demonstrated by its

recognition as an Official Certifying Organization for the President's Volunteer Service Award

(PVSA). This commitment underscores Alliance American University's holistic approach to

student development and societal impact.

Overall, Alliance American University is dedicated to empowering students to achieve their

academic and professional goals in a supportive and enriching educational environment.

"Empowering Minds, Transforming Societies"

John Smith

Alliance American University
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